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With your feelings I feel sleepless,
Even that also I feel sweetness!
It’s ‘you’ only that I feel,
I know not about ‘me’ you feel.
Your words work like magic in me,
That’s the only thing I know about me!
Your absence for me is always unbearable,
How do I explain to make it understandable.
Ere, many days I spent without you,
But, now, I know not how to forget you!
Your memories do always haunt me,
To make you always present in me.
Every deed of yours fascinates my heart,
And, so I feel, of all friends, you’re the best!
I long to hear your soothing voice,
That gives me the well-thrived solace.
I look at all the places we sat and talked,
Those fill my heart with joy unlimited!
The affection and compassion we exchanged,
Is a bounty in the world, if explored.
Goodness me! You became my sweet friend,
And how could I control and become corrupted!
It’s the mingling of our souls that matters,
And, my dear, everything is inhuman that divides.
It’s for sure obstacles are on the way,
But our friendship is that that throws them away!
All those days I spent time in sleeping,
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With the hope of having you in my dreaming.
It’s a hard wait at your doorstop night and day,
It’s a tough return of tiredness as I’m put at bay!
It’s warranted I’m in the shadows of your memories,
It’s when you see me I’ll sink into unreachable abyss.
You’ve a heart that knows not melting point,
I’ve a heart that never wishes to fall apart!
I’m the devotee of love against your sainthood life,
But it’s true that gives me lifelong grief.
I felt our love celestial,
You felt our love terrestrial!
I wanted and struggled keeping it divine,
You wanted and succeeded turning it bovine!
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